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This review systematically examined the literature on the ability of adults with intellectual disability (ID) to recognise facial expressions of emotion. Studies were included that: recruited only adult participants with ID; that did not specifically recruit participants with co-morbid diagnoses of syndrome(s) related to ID; and that directly compared the performance of adults with ID with a group of people without ID. Nine papers met the eligibility criteria for review and were assessed against pre-defined quality rating criteria and the findings synthesised.  The majority of included studies were assessed as being of acceptable overall methodological quality. All of the studies reported a relative impairment in emotion recognition for participants with ID on at least some of the tasks administered, with a large effect size being found for most of the significant results. The review suggests that adults with ID are relatively impaired in recognising facial expressions of emotion, when compared with either adults or children without ID. Methodological variation between studies limits the extent to which any interpretations can be made as to the cause of impaired emotion recognition in adults with ID. 






The ability to identify and discriminate facial expressions of emotion in others has been studied in a wide range of clinical populations, including people with schizophrenia and depression, among other clinical groups (e.g. Edwards, Jackson, & Pattinson, 2002; Leppänen, 2006). As a group, people with an intellectual disability (ID) are widely reported to have impairments in interpersonal and emotional functioning. It has been proposed that the ability to recognise and interpret facial expressions of emotion in others likely plays a fundamental role in the development of socio-emotional competence (McKenzie, Matheson, McKaskie, Hamilton, & Murray, 2001; Rojahn, Lederer, & Tassé, 1995). As such, there has been a recent interest in examining the emotion recognition capabilities of adults and children with ID. Much of the research in this area has focused on groups of people with diagnoses of specific syndromes associated with ID, most notably, people with Autism Spectrum Disorder [ASD] (e.g. Rump, Giovanelli, Minchew, & Strauss, 2009). However, other studies have also examined emotion recognition in more heterogeneous groups of people with ID of unknown aetiology (e.g. Gray, Fraser, & Leudar, 1983).

Intellectual disability: Syndrome-specific (behavioural phenotype) studies
Behavioural phenotype research involves examining behavioural phenomena that are linked with specific genetic syndromes that are associated with ID, rather than research with people with ID of heterogeneous or unknown aetiology (Zaja & Rojahn, 2008). Such studies have primarily focused on people with ASD (e.g. Tager-Flusberg, 1999), although research has also been carried out with other populations, including people with Williams syndrome (Plesa-Skwerer, Faja, Schofield, Verbalis, & Tager-Flusberg, 2006), Fragile X syndrome (Wishart, Cebula, Willis, & Pitcairn., 2007) and Down syndrome (Kasari, Freeman, & Hughes, 2001).
A review of the research with people with ASD reported inconsistent findings between studies, with some studies indicating that facial emotion recognition is intact and others reporting that people with ASD are significantly impaired at recognising facial emotions (Harms, Martin, & Wallace, 2010). 
The majority of other studies of people with specific diagnoses involve comparing the emotion recognition abilities of different groups of people with ID of varying aetiology (Zaja & Rojahn, 2008). For example, Wishart et al., (2007) compared facial emotion recognition in individuals with Fragile X syndrome, Down syndrome, unspecified ID and typical development. They found that the group of people with Down syndrome made the most errors on an emotion matching task and the typically developing group made the fewest errors. The group of people with Fragile X syndrome and the unspecified ID group did not differ significantly from the typically developing group. Plesa-Skwerer et al. (2006) compared the performance of three participant groups: people with Williams syndrome, people with generic ID and typically developing participants on two commonly used measures of facial recognition. They found that the group of participants with Williams syndrome performed equally as well as the people with ID on a measure of emotion identification. However, both groups had significantly lower scores than the typically developing group. 
Zaja and Rojahn (2008) have highlighted that, to date, there is no compelling evidence to suggest that there may be significant differences in facial emotion recognition between groups of people with ID of varying aetiologies. However, as discussed by Wishart (2007), it may be that between-group differences are only noticeable when groups of people with different diagnoses are compared with groups of typically developing individuals. Further research in this area may be important in terms of helping to elucidate the extent and likely cause of emotion recognition impairment common to specific groups of people with ID. 

 Intellectual Disability of unknown aetiology
A smaller body of research has focused on the emotion recognition abilities of people with ID without any syndrome-specific diagnosis. One of the first studies concluded that their performance did not differ significantly from that of psychiatric inpatients and college students (Levy, Orr, & Rosenzweig, 1960). However, this study involved simply distinguishing emotions along a happiness-unhappiness dimension and the stimulus materials used were pictures of the same female face, without any established psychometric properties. These factors might have had an impact on the findings of the study. Other, subsequent studies in this area have generally concluded that people with ID of unknown aetiology are impaired in recognising facial emotional expressions. This is true for studies of children and adults with ID, and studies that have included a mixed sample of adults and children (McAlpine, Kendall, & Singh, 1991; Rojahn, Rabold, & Schneider, 1995; Xeromeritou, 1992). 
However, studies in this area vary significantly in terms of their methodology. For example, many studies did not recruit any comparison group of participants drawn from the general population of people without ID (e.g. Gray et al., 1983; Simon, Rosen, & Ponpipom, 1996). It is, therefore, difficult to draw any firm conclusions with regard to the presence and extent of any emotion recognition impairment, in comparison to the general population. Some studies recruited mixed-samples of participants, including participants with specific diagnoses related to ID, such as ASD (e.g. Garcia-Villamasir, Rojahn, Zaja, & Jodra., 2010; Gioia & Brosgole, 1988) and with concurrent mental health difficulties (e.g. Rojahn & Warren, 1997; Warren, 1992). 
Furthermore, the stimulus materials used for the emotion recognition tasks vary considerably between studies. Many studies used photo-based images of human faces (e.g. McAlpine et al., 1991; McAlpine, Singh, Kendall, & Ellis, 1992). However, others have used cartoon-based stimuli, such as images of animals expressing different emotions (Weisman & Brosgole, 1994; Matheson & Jahoda, 2005) or schematic line drawings of faces (e.g. McKenzie et al., 2001; Simon et al., 1996). Although the majority of studies used static images, some used moving images, such as videos of adults displaying different emotions (e.g. Moffatt, Hanley-Maxwell, & Donnellan, 1995). Thus, the ecological validity of stimuli is rarely known and is likely to have varied between studies and may have had a resulting impact on the results obtained (Moore, 2001). These methodological variations make it difficult to draw any firm conclusions about the presence and extent of any emotion recognition impairment experienced by people with ID.
Nevertheless, there are two main, competing proposals that attempt to explain the observed emotion recognition deficits experienced by people with ID. The first is that impaired performance on emotion recognition tasks is a reflection of a specific impairment in emotion-perception competence, which cannot be accounted for by cognitive-intellectual impairment (Emotion Specificity Hypothesis: Rojahn, Rabold, & Schneider, 1995). The second is that basic emotion perception is intact in people with ID and, instead, poor performance on emotion recognition tasks is a consequence of poor IQ-related information processing abilities (Moore, 2001). To date, no definitive evidence has been found to support either hypothesis and no studies have sought to examine whether any additional evidence can be found to support the emotion specificity hypothesis, following the study by Rojahn et al. (1995). 

Long-term effects of emotion recognition deficits
More recently, studies have aimed to establish whether there might be any potential long-term implications of impaired emotion recognition for people with ID. Although no longitudinal studies have sought to determine whether a causal relationship exists between emotion recognition impairment and later antisocial behaviour, some authors have examined this in exploratory, cross-sectional studies (Zaja & Rojahn, 2008). Matheson and Jahoda (2005) expanded upon earlier studies that used de-contextualised photographs of emotions by using stimuli that included both contextualised and de-contextualised images in order to determine whether exhibition of frequent, aggressive behaviour was associated with greater relative impairment in emotion recognition in people with ID. These authors found that the aggressive group of participants demonstrated poorer emotion recognition when greater contextual information was available, when compared with a nonaggressive group. No significant differences were found when de-contextualised stimuli were used. However, Jahoda, Pert, and Trower (2006) subsequently found that aggressive participants did not display a negative emotion bias in facial emotion recognition errors, in contrast with their hypothesis. Similarly, Woodcock and Rose (2007) found no evidence to suggest there was a relationship between self-reported anger levels and performance on facial emotion recognition tasks for people with ID. Thus, although some evidence exists to support the idea that emotion recognition deficits may contribute to antisocial behaviour in groups of people with ID, more recent research does not support this proposal and further studies are needed in this area (Zaja & Rojahn, 2008). 

Previous reviews
An initial review of emotion research in the area of ID was carried out by Rojahn, Lederer, & Tassé (1995), who reviewed 21 experimental studies. They discussed the methodological characteristics of these studies, including demographics, design, task paradigms and emotion categories studied, among other variables. These authors also examined evidence regarding the potential relationship between emotion recognition ability and the degree of intellectual impairment, gender, chronological age and mental illness. The review included studies of both adults and children with ID and also included studies that recruited people with ASD, provided they also recruited a group of participants with ID without autism. Rojahn et al. (1995) concluded that people with ID are impaired in emotion recognition when compared to  with developmentally normal individuals and that there is an association between emotion recognition ability and cognitive function, with greater levels of cognitive impairment being associated with greater relative impairment in emotion recognition. 
Rojahn et al. (1995) also identified preliminary evidence to support the emotion specificity hypothesis. This evidence was drawn primarily from the main author’s own study (Rojahn, Rabold, & Schneider, 1995) in which it was found that people with ID were impaired on emotion recognition tasks compared with a mental age matched control group, but performed equally as well as the control participants on a control task that had no emotion recognition component. It was therefore proposed that the difficulties people with  ID have with processing visual affective information could not be explained by ‘mental’ age (i.e. cognitive-intellectual limitations) and instead were more likely to be the result of a specific deficit in recognising and interpreting facial expressions of emotion.  
A further literature review was carried out by Moore (2001) who reviewed the evidence for the specificity of emotion recognition deficits in people with ID. The review provided detailed consideration of the information-processing demands of the different types of emotion recognition tasks used in studies in this area and concluded that the emotion specificity hypothesis was not supported by evidence from tasks involving identification of emotions. Rather, it was proposed instead that the observed impairments on other types of emotion recognition tasks shown by groups of people with ID could be explained by IQ-related factors that included deficits in memory, attention and imagination. Moore (2001) also highlighted the possible impact of using static emotion recognition task stimuli, with questionable ecological validity. 
Neither of the literature reviews described above was systematic in nature. That is, neither reported using a transparent, systematic search strategy nor rated the methodological quality of selected studies according to pre-defined quality appraisal criteria. These reviews therefore did not meet the current recommendations for carrying out a systematic literature review, such as those recommended by the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD, 2009). Furthermore, the review by Moore (2001) focused primarily on evaluating the information processing demands of emotion recognition task paradigms used in different studies, and did not review the methodological quality of the studies per se.  
 
Rationale and aims
The current systematic review aims to establish whether adults with ID of unknown aetiology are impaired in recognising facial expressions of emotion, in comparison with the typically developing population. Previous reviews in this area examined evidence from studies involving both adults and children with ID (Moore, 2001, Rojahn, Lederer, & Tassé, 1995). There is some evidence to suggest that, in typically-developing children, the ability to decode facial expressions of emotion improves throughout childhood and into adolescence (Thomas, De Bellis, Graham, & LaBar, 2007; Vicari, Reilly, Pasqualetti, Vizzotto, & Caltagirone, 2000). It is therefore possible that, if a similar pattern is present in children with ID, studies with mixed samples of adults and children may provide an inaccurate estimate of the extent of any emotion recognition impairment. This is most likely to be the case for studies that do not include an adequate control group. 
The present review, therefore aims to improve upon the methodology of previous reviews by adhering closely to published guidelines for carrying out systematic reviews (e.g. CRD, 2009). Additionally, the current review aims to include more specific inclusion and exclusion criteria in order to control for confounding methodological characteristics between studies. These criteria include controlling for the potential impact of heterogeneous experimental groups that include participants with comorbidities or mixed samples of adults and children with ID. The present review included only studies that recruited a comparison group against which the performance of those with ID could be evaluated. The aim is that this will allow for more definitive conclusions regarding the presence and extent of any emotion recognition impairment in adults with ID of unknown aetiology to be drawn. 

Methods
The review was conducted based on guidance published by CRD (2009: http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd/ (​http:​/​​/​www.york.ac.uk​/​inst​/​crd​/​​)) for systematic review methodology and reporting. A systematic review protocol was developed prior to undertaking the review. This protocol predefined the review question, inclusion and exclusion criteria, detailed the search strategy, data extraction and quality assessment processes and data synthesis and plans for dissemination of results. 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Studies from any publication date were eligible for inclusion. Only studies for which the abstract or full-text was available were included and conference abstracts, book chapters, book reviews and unpublished dissertations/theses were not eligible for inclusion. Articles that were unavailable in English were excluded, due to a lack of resources to facilitate translation. 
Key inclusion criteria were based on the ‘PICOS’ framework (Population, Intervention, Comparators, Outcomes and Study Design; CRD, 2009): 

Population
Studies were included if the participants included a group of adults (≥ 18 years) who were described as having ID (or equivalent term).

Intervention
Criteria required that the emotion recognition tasks used involved static, pictorial images (e.g. line drawings or photographs) that required identification of facial expressions of emotion.

Comparisons
Studies were eligible for inclusion in the review if at least one control group of participants without ID was recruited.

Outcomes
Studies were included if they quantitatively evaluated responses to any emotion recognition task(s) that met the criteria discussed above.

Study Design
Eligible studies used a quantitative evaluative design. Single case descriptions and studies without any comparison/control group were excluded from the review. 

Search Strategy
The overall search process was based on the PRISMA statement (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, & Altman, 2009). 

Database searches
Keyword searches were conducted of the following electronic databases: Medline, CINAHL Plus, EMBASE, SCOPUS and PsychINFO using the search terms (learning disab* or intellectual disab* or mental retardation or intellectual impairment or developmental disab* or learning disorder or mental handicap) AND (emotion recognition or affect recognition or facial recognition or facial perception or facial expression) within the domains of title, abstract and keyword/subject heading. All publication years provided by the databases, up until the date of the search (9th April 2014) were included. A total of 2631 records were identified using this search strategy. Exact duplicate records were removed, and this reduced the number of records to 1970.  
Titles of the identified records were screened against the eligibility criteria and studies that were clearly irrelevant were excluded. The abstracts of the remaining studies (n = 107) were then screened according to the eligibility criteria and this resulted in a further 79 articles being excluded. The reasons for exclusion were: not available in English (2), not relevant (50), previously unidentified duplicates (23), dissertations/theses (4). Full-text articles were obtained and reviewed for studies that were not excluded on the basis of abstract review. Those papers that were found to meet the eligibility criteria were included in the systematic review (n = 8). 
The reference lists of three previous, similar reviews were also manually searched in order to identify any relevant studies that may not have been identified by the database searches (Moore, 2001; Rojahn et al., 1995; Zaja & Rojahn, 2008). The reference lists of studies that were found to meet inclusion criteria were also searched. This process yielded a total of three potentially eligible papers that were screened for inclusion. One of these studies was subsequently found to meet inclusion criteria and was included in the review (Owen, Browning, & Jones, 2001). Therefore, a total of nine studies, conducted between the years of 1987 and 2001 met the criteria for inclusion in the systematic review. A summary of the key findings from each study are presented in Table 1.

Quality rating of studies
The included studies were assessed using quality criteria which were devised based on guidance from CRD (2009) and the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network’s guidance on systematic reviews, ANNEX-C (SIGN, 2014). Articles were rated on ten criteria from the following five categories: study design and risk of bias, outcome measures, quality of intervention, statistical issues, and generalisability.
A detailed rating procedure was used to assign each study with a quality rating score. This rating system was based on the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network’s guidelines for Cohort studies (SIGN, 2014). The following descriptors were assigned to each of the quality criteria: ‘well covered’, ‘adequately addressed’, ‘poorly addressed’, ‘not addressed’, ‘not reported’ and ‘not applicable’. Definitions were created for each descriptor within each of the quality criteria, in order to inform the quality assessment process.
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Quality of the included studies

An overview of the ratings for each study for each of the ten quality criteria are presented in Table 2. The overall methodological quality of each study was rated according to the recommendations made by the SIGN guidelines for cohort studies (SIGN, 2014). These guidelines state that a rating of High Quality (++) should be assigned to studies where the majority of criteria are met and have little or no risk of bias. A rating of Acceptable (+) was assigned to studies that met most of the criteria, where there were some flaws in the study with an associated risk of bias. A rating of low quality (0) was assigned to studies where either most criteria were not met or the study had significant flaws related to key aspects of the study design (SIGN, 2014). Two studies were given a low quality rating (Maurer & Newbrough, 1987; Weisman & Brosgole, 1994). This was because these studies were rated as ‘poorly addressed’ on a number of the quality criteria, including the criterion that described the psychometric properties of the emotion recognition measures used. The remaining seven studies were rated as being of acceptable quality as they were assigned a rating of ‘adequately addressed’ for most of the quality criteria. 






Only one study provided information to suggest that their participants were a representative sample of the general population of people with ID of unknown origin (Weisman and Brosgole, 1994). Other included studies reported that the participants with ID were recruited from a single source, such as a ‘sheltered workshop’ and, as such, they were likely to be a somewhat selected sample (e.g. Maurer & Newbrough, 1987; Leung & Singh, 1998; Rojahn et al., 1995). Other studies included a small number of participants in the ID group whose level of functioning fell within the ‘borderline’ range of ability (i.e. full-scale IQ score > 70; Harwood et al., 1999; McAlpine et al., 1991; Owen et al., 2001). McAlpine et al. (1992) did not provide any information regarding the IQ range of participants and McKenzie et al. (2001) did not report detail about methods used to recruit participants.

Diagnosis of Intellectual Disability
The majority of included studies did not give any specific information regarding the diagnostic process for the participants in the ID group (Maurer & Newbrough, 1987; McAlpine et al., 1991; McAlpine et al., 1992; McKenzie et al., 2001; Leung & Singh, 1998). The remaining four studies gave some information regarding the measures used to assess participants full-scale IQ and these were reported to be measures with well-established psychometric properties. 

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
The majority of included studies either did not make any reference to having any pre-defined inclusion/exclusion criteria or the criteria used did not address relevant variables known to impact on emotion recognition ability e.g. ASD. One study explicitly stated that a diagnosis of ASD was an exclusion criterion (Owen et al., 2001) and another made reference to exclusion criteria that included ‘no concurrent secondary diagnosis’ (Weisman & Brosgole, 1994). The study by Rojahn et al. (1995) had clearly defined exclusion criteria that addressed key variables known to have a potential impact on emotion recognition ability.

Control Group(s)
Three studies recruited a comparison group that comprised adult participants, four studies recruited a comparison group comprising of child participants and two studies recruited both adult and child comparison groups. 

Measures 
Emotion recognition task materials
Most of the selected studies primarily used photograph-based images of human faces. Four of the nine selected studies selected images from a set of original photographs devised by Ekman and Friesen (1975, 1976) [McAlpine et al., 1991; McAlpine et al., 1992; Owen et al., 2001; Leung & Singh, 1998].  In addition to using the photographic materials devised by Ekman and Friesen (1976), the study by Owen et al. (2001) also used a set of twelve emotional stories adapted from materials used by previous authors in a study of children with ID (Stewart & Singh, 1995). The study by Rojahn et al. (1995) used a set of experimental tasks called the ‘Facial Discrimination Task’. The emotion recognition measure comprised 40 black and white photographs of faces and had mean retest reliability of 0.79 (Rojahn, Kroeger & McElwain, 1994). 
Harwood et al. (1999) used photographic emotion recognition materials that were originally developed and used in a study by Mazurski and Bond (1993). These materials were coloured photographs of both adults and children and the photographs used were those with the highest inter-rater agreement regarding what the emotion shown in the photograph was (92% - 100% agreement among a sample of 468 University students). 
Maurer and Newbrough (1987) used photographic images of children with and without ID displaying different emotions. The set of images of children without ID were used in two previous studies (Felleman, Barden, Carlson, Rosenberg & Masters, 1983; Masters, Barden & Ford, 1979). The set of images of the children with ID were created specifically for the study. Two hundred slides of children with ID displaying spontaneous expressions and 200 slides of posed expressions were produced and shown to 50 ‘adult judges’. A 75% level of agreement among the 50 judges made a slide eligible for inclusion in the study.
The study by McKenzie et al. (2001) also used photographic images of adults and children displaying various emotions, both with and without context. These images were obtained from ‘Color Cards: Emotions’ (1996) and ‘Color Cards: Sequencing Social Situations’ (1991). McKenzie et al. (2001) also used line drawing stimuli of faces depicting different emotions. 

In contrast with the other selected studies, all of which employed photographic based images of human faces, Weisman and Brosgole (1994) used cartoon drawings of a bird, chipmunk and a dog displaying various emotions. The cartoon images had been used in previous studies with children with and without ID, but no psychometric data were available. This study was therefore judged to poorly address the criterion related to the emotion recognition measures used. 

Emotion categories
The included studies varied in terms of the type and range of emotions evaluated. The four studies that used selected photographs from the original set developed and validated by Ekman and Friesen (1975) included images that showed each of the six basic emotions: happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, fear and surprise (McAlpine et al., 1991; McAlpine et al., 1992; Owen et al., 2001; Leung & Singh, 1998). The study by Harwood et al. (1999) also included photographs depicting these six emotions. McKenzie et al. (2001) also evaluated emotion recognition of six different emotion categories: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, boredom and worry. 
Two studies examined recognition of four emotion categories: happiness, sadness, anger and neutrality (Maurer & Newbrough, 1987; Weisman & Brosgole, 1994). The study by Rojahn et al. (1995) included only images of happy and sad expressions, in addition to images depicting a neutral expression. The study by Owen et al. (2001) also included tasks that required participants to classify emotion images along two different dimensions: pleasant - unpleasant and arousing - un-arousing. 

Emotion recognition task paradigms
A variety of different task paradigms were used in the studies selected for inclusion and some studies used more than one task paradigm and different experimental procedures. Identification tasks were most commonly used. These tasks required participants to choose the image that showed a target emotion, from a choice of six images (e.g. McAlpine et al., 1991; McAlpine et al., 1992; McKenzie et al., 2001; Leung & Singh, 1998), from a choice of three images (Weisman & Brosgole, 1994) or from a choice of two images (McKenzie et al., 2001). Other studies used tasks that required participants to name the emotion shown, from a prescribed number of options (e.g. Harwood et al., 1999; Maurer & Newbrough, 1987; Owen et al., 2001; Rojahn, et al., 1995) and some used matching tasks, where participants were shown an image depicting a specific emotion and were asked to find another image that displayed the same emotion (Harwood et al., 1999).

Control Task(s)
Only two of the selected studies included a control task (Rojahn et al., 1995; Harwood et al., 1999). Rojahn et al. (1995) used a control task as part of the ‘Facial Discrimination Task’ battery that comprised 40 black and white photographs of faces. Participants were asked to make a judgement about the age of the person in each photograph (‘old’ vs. ‘young’) and then to make a further judgement about whether the person was ‘a little’ old/young or ‘a lot’ old/young. Harwood et al. (1999) used a control task as a means of ensuring that any differences on the emotion tasks were not a result of task complexity or an inability to match items. The control task was matched with the emotion task in that both involved selection and/or matching images from a selection of six choices and also involved human faces. Participants were presented with six adults faces simultaneously and were then shown six identical photographs one at a time and were asked to match each face with the corresponding face, from the choice of six. Only those participants who scored 100% on the matching task were subsequently given the emotion recognition tasks.

Key findings of selected studies
All of the studies found that the adult participants with ID displayed relative impairment on some, or all of the emotion recognition tasks administered, when compared with either adults or children without ID, or with both. However, not all studies evaluated their findings statistically (Maurer & Newbrough, 1987; McAlpine et al., 1991).
Weisman and Brosgole (1994) found that participants with ID performed less well than a group of child control participants on specific emotion recognition tasks that involved reading emotion-based vignettes. However, there were no significant differences between subgroups of participants with mild ID, moderate ID and the control group when a basic recognition task was administered (pointing to happy, sad or angry faces).  Likewise, Owen et al. (2001) found no significant difference between the two adult groups (ID and control group) when participants were asked to rate the valence of an emotion (i.e. pleasant - unpleasant). In the same study, although those with ID had lower mean scores on a story task in which participants were required to identify a photograph that showed the related emotion, the difference between the two groups only approached significance (p < 0.059). 

Age
Only two studies examined the relationship between age and emotion recognition. McKenzie et al. (2001) found a significant, negative relationship between age and total score on emotion recognition tasks that involved labelling emotions, identifying from a choice of six and identifying from a choice of two for participants with ID. A similar, positive relationship was found for participants in a child control group, on the same tasks. Conversely, Leung and Singh (1998) reported no significant correlation between age and emotion recognition task scores for both those with ID and the child control group. 

IQ
Five studies examined a potential relationship between IQ scores and emotion recognition task performance for participants with ID. Some studies reported poorer emotion recognition ability with decreasing IQ scores (McAlpine et al., 1991; McAlpine et al., 1992; McKenzie et al., 2001), although this was not tested statistically in one study (McAlpine et al., 1991). Weisman and Brosgole (1994) also found that IQ was negatively related to emotion recognition task score, but only for vignette-based emotion tasks. Leung and Singh (1998) reported no significant correlation between IQ and emotion recognition scores for participants with ID.

Specific emotions
Six studies reported data regarding recognition scores for different emotions, specifically. Relative impairment was found for participants with ID in relation to disgust, compared with other basic emotions (Owen et al., 2001); happiness, neutrality and anger, but not sadness, compared with a control group (Maurer & Newbrough,1987), and sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise when compared to a child control group (Leung & Singh, 1998). Post-hoc analyses, carried out by Rojahn et al. (1995) suggested that neutral expressions were the most difficult for people with ID to rate, compared with happiness and sadness. McAlpine et al. (1991) did not compare relative ability to recognise specific emotions statistically, but reported the proportion of occasions on which each group correctly identified each specific emotion. This suggested that those with ID were relatively impaired in recognising disgust, anger, sadness, surprise and fear. 

Effect Sizes
None of the studies provided effect sizes for any significant findings. Therefore, where possible, effect sizes for relevant statistically significant findings in each study were calculated using Cohen’s d. These are reported in Table 3.
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Discussion
Main findings and comparison with extant literature
This systematic review examined the relative ability of adults with ID to recognise facial expressions of emotion, compared with those without ID. Overall, the results suggest that adults with ID do demonstrate relative impairment in this ability. For those studies for which effect sizes could be calculated, these generally revealed a large effect size for most significant results. Unfortunately, effect sizes could only be calculated for less than 50% of the selected papers, and the papers for which this was possible tended to be the papers that had smaller sample sizes and were underpowered. Despite the fact that the majority of studies reviewed found consistent evidence to suggest impaired emotion recognition is common to adults with ID, the results should be interpreted with a degree of caution, due to the methodological limitations of many of the included studies. Furthermore, it is difficult to draw any conclusions regarding the causes of any emotion recognition deficits in this population, due to the variety of methodologies employed by studies. That is, the included studies used different comparison populations (either chronological or mental age matched participants) and used different emotion recognition tasks, with varying degrees of validity and reliability. To date, there has not been any previous systematic review of the evidence in this area, and more recent studies have seen a shift towards attempting to determine both the likely cause and the potential long-term effects of impaired emotion recognition in people with ID. It was therefore felt important to first review existing evidence in order to confirm the very presence of this impairment in adults with ID. 
A key methodological limitation of many of the included studies was a failure to include, or at least to report the inclusion of, detailed exclusion and inclusion criteria for the experimental groups. Therefore, for a significant proportion of included studies, it is unclear whether participants in the ID groups may have had comorbid diagnoses that are known to have a significant, detrimental impact on the ability to recognise emotions, such as ASD, schizophrenia, major depressive disorder and dementia (e.g. Harms et al., 2010; Kohler, Bilker, Hagendoom, Gur, & Gur, 2000; Wishart, 2007). 
Moreover, only some of the studies used emotion recognition materials with well-tested and established psychometric properties. The Pictures of Facial Affect, developed by Ekman and Friesen (1975, 1976) were used in several studies and have demonstrated high levels of reliability and validity. The Facial Discrimination Task used by Rojahn et al. (1995) was also well-tested, with acceptable psychometric properties. However, other studies used a variety of different materials that have been less thoroughly evaluated. In addition, none of the studies reported having examined the criterion validity of the emotion recognition materials used. Rojahn, Lederer and Tassé (1995), in their review, highlight the importance of such evaluations in terms of establishing the ecological validity of laboratory-based emotion recognition measures. 
Only some of the studies included a control group against whom the performance of those with ID could be compared. The results of these studies can be viewed as more reliable than those of studies that fail to include typically developing comparison groups. 
The current review did not find any consistent evidence to provide support for either the emotion specificity hypothesis (Rojahn et al., 1995), or the proposal that emotion recognition deficits in people with ID can be fully accounted for by cognitive-intellectual limitations (Moore, 2001). Although some studies that compared the impact of intellectual impairment on emotion recognition task performance reported that participants with higher IQ scores (i.e. those whose level of ability fell within the ‘mild’ range of ID) performed better on emotion recognition tasks than those with lower IQ scores (i.e. ‘moderate ID, McAlpine et al., 1991; McAlpine et al., 1992; McKenzie et al., 2001), others found no significant relationship between the two (Leung & Singh, 1998). Thus, there is mixed evidence regarding the proposal that cognitive-intellectual impairment might account for the observed emotion recognition deficits. 
Other than the study by Rojahn et al. (1995), none of the selected studies included both a mental age matched control group of children in addition to a control task. Inclusion of a control task is key to demonstrating that people with ID are not impaired at processing information that has no emotion recognition component, compared with mental age matched controls (Moore, 2001). Therefore, the studies included in this review that did not include any control task cannot provide any insight into the proposed ‘emotion specificity hypothesis’ as they are unable to directly compare performance on affective vs. non-affective tasks. Furthermore, the study by Rojahn et al. (1995) only evaluated responses to happy, sad and neutral emotional expressions and, therefore, may not provide a comprehensive assessment of participants’ ability across the full spectrum of emotions. Thus, replication of the findings of the study by Rojahn et al. (1995) and further evaluation of the emotion specificity hypothesis is still pending (Zaja & Rojahn, 2008).

Strengths and limitations
Previous reviews in this area have included studies of both adults and children with ID (Moore, 2001; Rojahn et al., 1995). There is some evidence to suggest that children following a typical development trajectory may demonstrate improvement in emotion recognition capabilities throughout childhood and adolescence (e.g. Thomas et al., 2007). If this pattern is also present in children with ID, this may confound the results of studies that include mixed experimental groups of both adults and children. Therefore, the inclusion of only studies evaluating the ability of adults with ID to recognise emotions in the present review potentially allows more definitive conclusions about the presence of any impairment in this population to be drawn.
Additionally, the previous reviews by Rojahn et al. (1995) and Moore (2001) did not include a tool with which to appraise the quality of the literature selected for inclusion. A comprehensive search strategy was used for the present review and the use of a quality assessment tool was a relative strength that allowed for a more transparent comparison of, and focus upon, the methodological strength of selected studies. 
One limitation was that the present systematic review had a specific focus: to evaluate the impact of ID on the ability of adults to recognise facial expressions of emotion. Only studies that included some form of comparison group were included in the present review and this resulted in the exclusion of some potentially relevant studies. However, given that studies in this area vary in terms of the emotion recognition measures used, it was felt that it would be difficult to accurately determine whether there was a relative impairment in the performance of the experimental group, if the study did not include any comparison group. 
In addition, it is recommended that a second researcher is involved in the data extraction and/or quality appraisal process in order to enhance reliability and reduce bias (CRD, 2009). However, this was not possible for the current review and must be considered a limitation. 

Implications for future research
The present review provides evidence to indicate that adults with ID are relatively impaired in their ability to recognise facial expressions of emotion. In order to establish the extent of this impairment and to begin to evaluate the potential reasons for which this impairment may exist, more methodologically sound studies are required. In practice, this should involve inclusion of both chronological and mental age matched control participants and adoption of strict inclusion and exclusion criteria in order to minimise the potential impact of these known, confounding variables on performance on emotion recognition tasks. 
A further consideration for future research in this field lies in the selection of emotion recognition task materials and paradigms. The ecological validity of the materials used should be considered, and the use of schematic drawings of faces or cartoon pictures of non-human faces is not recommended (Moore, 2001). Most task paradigms used in studies to date have involved showing images of a face in isolation. Given that preliminary data exists to suggest that additional contextual information may enhance the ability of people with ID to accurately recognise emotions, it may be appropriate to include both contextualised and non-contextualised stimuli in future studies in order to further evaluate the potentially mediating role of context in emotion recognition in this group of people (e.g. McKenzie et al., 2001). This also have implications for the materials used in interventions to help improve the emotion recognition abilities of individuals with ID.

Conclusions
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Table 1
Summary of included studies
Author,Year	Aims of study	Participants with ID (n, age, sex, Info re ID, how recruited)	Control/comparison group(s) (n, age, sex, how recruited)	Emotion recognition measure(s) (relevant to systematic review)	Key results relevant to systematic review
Harwood, Hall & Shinkfield (1999)	To establish whether facial emotion recognition by individuals with ‘mental retardation’ is affected by the movements involved in the production of emotional expressions.	n = 12 Age range:19-54 yearsSex:8 male, 4 femaleRecruitment:“Volunteers with mild mental retardation”. WAIS-R FSIQ scores between 56 - 73.  	n = 12 Age range:“matched with ID group”.Sex:“matched with ID group”.Recruitment:Recruited from general community.	Photographic task:Coloured photographs of adults and children displaying six emotions along with labels of each emotion (developed by Mazurski and Bond, 1993). Participants were shown the six child photographs, with the corresponding emotion label under each photograph and told what the emotion was. Then asked to identify the corresponding adult photograph. Inter-rater agreement 92% - 100%Videotape task: Participants shown static images and asked to identify emotion shown, by choosing from emotion labels or pictorial representations (e.g. a snake and spider representing fear).12 displays that had 100% agreement for the type of emotion and at least 67% agreement that the emotion was average intensity. 	Those with ID had significantly lower scores on the photographic task and the static videotape task than the control group (p < 0.001).
Maurer & Newbrough (1987) 	To examine the ability of adults with and without ID to recognise emotional states in young children with and without ID.  	n = 32. Age range:24 – 62 years (mean 31.3)Sex:18 male and 14 female. Recruitment:Recruited from "two highest functioning groups in a sheltered workshop". Mean IQ 54.4 (range 31 - 72). 	n = 23. Age range:21 – 61 years (mean 34.3)Sex:11 male and 12 femaleRecruitment:Recruited from church groups and people known to authors. 	2 sets of slides of 32 images:(i) 'retarded children' (ii) 'nonretarded children' For each set, participants asked to identify the emotions displayed in the slides using only the labels 'happy, sad, mad or just okay'.Set (i): Authors created the set of images of 'retarded children' showing different mood states (happiness, anger, sadness, neutrality). Included images were ones with at least 75% level of agreement among 50 judges regarding what emotion displayed was.Set (ii): slides used in 2 previous studies. Show 8 children aged 4-5 years expressing four emotional states (happiness, anger, sadness, neutrality).	Adults without LD were more accurate than the adults with LD in identifying all images, other than sadness.Adults with LD were least accurate in recognising neutral affect.Adults with LD confused sadness and anger most often. Happiness was easiest to identify, for both participant groups. 
McAlpine, Kendall & Singh (1991)	To investigate the extent of the emotion recognition deficit in a large sample of children and adults at all levels of ‘retardation’, compared with a group of children without any disability.	n = 194 adults Age range:19-67 years, (mean 33 yrs.) Sex:61% male and 39% femaleRecruitment:From the community and a public residential facility. Level of ability ranged from ‘borderline intelligence’ to ‘profound ID. 	n = 128 children Age range:5 – 6 yrs. and 8 – 13yrs (mean 9.5yrs)Sex: 48% male and 52% femaleRecruitment:From an elementary school and a junior high school. 	Six sets of photographs depicting the 6 basic emotions (36 total): enlargements of a set of photographs developed and normed by Ekman & Freisen (1975).Emotion recognition task:Participants were required to identify one photograph from a set of six that included the target emotion. Participants were read short stories in a random order (e.g. “If a person was given a present they had always wanted for their birthday……..can you show me the face of the person who is happy?”)	Less than 1% of control group (school children), but 80% of adults with ID incorrectly recognised 50% or fewer of the pictured emotions. When only participants who demonstrated an understanding of the 6 basic emotions on screening task were included, less than 1% of the control group but 66% of adults with ID  incorrectly recognised 50% or fewer of the emotion pictures.As a group, adults with ID recognised disgust, anger and sadness on approx. 46% of occasions, with surprise and fear the least recognised emotions (39%). Happiness was recognised most often (84%).
McAlpine, Singh, Kendall & Ellis (1992)	To investigate further the ability of individuals with ‘mental retardation’ to decode facial expressions of emotions. 	n = 40 adults Age range:Not reportedSex:Not reportedRecruitment:Diagnosis based on American Association on Mental Deficiency criteria.Recruited from community training centres/ institutional setting. 	n = 80 Age range:Not reportedSex: Not reportedRecruitment:Chosen from a large pool of available subjects and matched with ID group on mental age and sex. 	Six sets of photographs portraying each of the six basic emotions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise (developed and normed by Ekman & Freisen, 1975). Emotion recognition task was used:Participants were required to identify one photograph from a set of six that included the target emotion. Participants were read short stories in a random order (e.g. “If a person was given a present they had always wanted for their birthday……..can you show me the face of the person who is happy?”)	Adults with ID as a group were significantly less accurate in identifying all 6 emotions compared with mental age matched control group.Ability to recognise emotions was related to IQ: sadness, fear and disgust were significantly more difficult for ‘moderate’ ID group to identify, compared with ‘mild ID group. 
McKenzie, Matheson, McKaskie, Hamilton & Murray (2001)  	To compare the overall emotion recognition ability of individuals with ID and children without ID.	n =68 Age range: 19-62 years (Mean 35, SD 11.62). Sex:28 female, 40 male. Recruitment:No detail given.n = 18 ‘mild ID’, n = 48 moderate ID, n = 2 severe ID.	n = 68 childrenAge range:3-11 years (mean 7, SD 1.98)Sex:28 female, 40 male.Recruitment:No detail given.  	Three sets of materials depicting six emotions (happy, sad, afraid, angry, bored and worried). - line drawings, photographs of the face only and photographs of emotions in context. For each set of materials, participants were asked to:(i) name the emotion, (ii) identify target emotion from a choice of six and from choice of two.	ID group performed on emotion recognition tasks than mental age and sex matched controls, on all sets of materials.Both groups were more accurate on tasks where more contextual information was available. Increasing accuracy was related to increasing intellectual ability. ‘Happy’ was easiest emotion to identify for both participant groups on all tasks. ‘Worried’ was most difficult to identify for both participant groups.  
Owen, Browning & Jones (2001)	To combine the categorical and dimensional approach to the study of emotion, and examine emotion recognition abilities of adults with mild-moderate ID across a range of situations (in facial expressions, affective stories, and personal memories) in terms of both emotion categories and emotion dimensions. 	n = 6 Age range:Not reported (mean 30 years, SD 9.9)Sex:3 male and 3 female Recruitment:All classified as having mild-moderate ID (IQ 45-74). 	n = 6 Age range:Not reported(mean 36 years, SD 8.6)Sex:3 male and 3 femaleRecruitment:Recruited from among volunteers from Psychology and an ID Service.	Ekman and Freisen (1976) photographs used for tests 1 and 2.Test 1 (Recognition of facial emotion: emotion categories):Photographs shown one at a time and participants were asked whether each picture showed a happy, sad, angry, afraid, surprised or disgusted expression. Test 2  (Recognition of facial emotion: emotion dimensions):Participants were asked to identify dimensions (is the feeling shown a pleasant (‘nice’) or unpleasant (‘nasty’) one/arousing (‘exciting’) or unarousing (‘calm’) one).Test 3 – not relevant to review criteria.Test 4 (Recognition of emotion in stories: emotion categories) Twelve emotional stories, adapted from those developed by Stewart & Singh (1995). Participants were asked to identify which of the 6 emotions they would feel if the situation happened to them.Test 5 (Recognition of emotion in stories: emotion dimensions)– As in Test 4, but using emotion dimensions (pleasant-unpleasant and arousing-unarousing).	Test 1: ID group had significantly lower scores than the control group.Test 2: No significant group differences in recognising the valence (pleasant-unpleasant) but ID group significantly lower scores on arousal ratings than control group.Test 4: ID group had lower mean scores but difference only approached significance (p = 0.059).Test 5: No difference between mean scores on recognising emotional valence (pleasant-unpleasant) but ID group scored significantly lower on arousal ratings. 
Rojahn, Rabold & Schneider (1995)	To test further the emotion specificity hypothesis, which states that mental retardation is associated with deficits in decoding facially expressed emotions which cannot fully be accounted for by mental age.	n = 16Age range:Not reportedSex:7 male and 9 female. Recruitment:Recruited from among employees at a sheltered workshop. WAIS FSIQ scores 40 - 70. 	2 control groups.‘Mental age matched’ control group: n = 16 Age range:6.5 - 12 years. Sex:7 male and 9 femaleRecruitment:Recruited from private denominational elementary school.Adult control group:n = 16 Age range:Not reportedSex:11 male and 5 femaleRecruitment:Selected from a larger database of control participants. 	Facial Discrimination Task:Comprises two subtasks: emotion task and age discrimination (control) task.Emotion Task:Contains 40 black and white randomly sequenced photos of faces. Additionally, interspersed at regular intervals are 5 cue cards, prompting subjects to rate their mood. Participants were required to indicate whether a given item depicted a happy face, sad face or a face that was neither happy nor sad. If the answer given was happy or sad, subject was required to decide whether 'a little' or 'a lot' happy or sad. Rojahn et al (1994) previously demonstrated that the tasks can be performed by people with ‘mild-moderate’ LD. Mean retest reliability was .79 on emotion task and .63 on the age (control) task.	On the emotion task, the ID group performed significantly worse than the child and adult control groups (p < 0.01), whereas the two control groups were not statistically different from one another. On the age task, the ID group and the child control group did not differ significantly but both performed less well than the adult control group (p < 0.001). 





Application of quality criteria

Study	Quality Criteria
	1.Research Question	2.Sampling	3.Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria	4.ID Diagnosis	5Control Group	6Emotion recognition measure	7.Control Task	8.Inter-rater reliability	9.Sample size/power	10.Analysis 	Overall Rating*
Leung & Singh (1998)	 Well	Adequate	Not reported	Poor	Adequate	Well	Poor	Well	Adequate	Adequate	+
Rojahn, Rabold & Schneider (1995)	Well	Adequate	Well	Adequate	Well	Well	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Adequate	++
Weisman & Brosgole (1994)	Well	Well	Adequate	Adequate	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Poor	Poor	Adequate	0
Harwood, Hall & Shinkfield (1999)	Well	Adequate	Poor	Adequate	Adequate	Adequate	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Adequate	+
McAlpine, Singh, Kendall & Ellis (1992)	Well	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Adequate	Well	Poor	Poor	Adequate	Adequate	+
Maurer & Newbrough (1987)	Well	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Poor	Poor	Adequate	0
McAlpine, Kendall & Singh (1991)	Adequate	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Adequate	Well	Poor	Adequate	Adequate	Adequate	+
McKenzie, Matheson, McKaskie et al. (2001)	Well	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Adequate	Adequate	Poor	Poor	Adequate	Adequate	+
*Overall rating assigned to each study as follows (SIGN, 2012):
++ = High quality: majority of criteria met. Little or no risk of bias. Results unlikely to be changed by further research.
+  =   Acceptable: most criteria met. Some flaws in the study with an associated risk of bias. Conclusions may change in light of further evidence.
0 = Low quality:   either most criteria not met or significant flaws relating to key aspects of study design. Conclusions likely to change in light of further studies.
Quality Criteria
1.   The study addresses a clearly focussed question, drawn from a theoretical model or previous research 	6.    The emotion recognition measure used is reliable, valid and standardised
2.   Sampling: the characteristics of the participants are representative of the group being studied	  	7.    A control task is used
3.   Inclusion/exclusion criteria are reported and are appropriate in order to avoid confounds or bias	 	 8.    Inter-rater reliability is addressed
4.   Participants: detail is given about the criteria used to diagnose ID     			 	 9.    Sample size and power are adequate













Effect sizes for analyses of emotion recognition task performance.

Study	Data used to calculate effect size	Control Group	Effect size (Cohen’s d)	Descriptor
Rojahn et al. (1995)	Mean overall scores on emotion task	Adult and Child 	-1.28 (ID vs. Adult control group)-0.13 (ID vs. Child control group)	LargeSmall
Owen et al. (2001)	Mean scores on:recognition of emotion task (emotion categories)recognition of emotion task (emotion dimensions)recognition of emotion in stories (emotion dimensions)	Adult	-1.61-2.44-2.40	LargeLargeLarge
Harwood et al. (1999)	Mean percentage correct identification scores for photographic display emotion stimuli	Adult	-3.34	Large
McKenzie et al. (2001)	Mean scores on:1.Line Drawings Tasks:(i) labelling,(ii) choice from 6(iii) choice from 22. Photos without context tasks:labelling,choice from 6choice from 23. Photos with context taskslabellingchoice from 6choice from 2	Child	1(i) – 1.561(ii) – 1.561(iii) – 1.312(i) – 0.912(ii) – 0.902(iii) – 0.843(i) – 1.353(ii) – 1.413(iii) – 1.02	LargeLargeLargeLargeLargeLargeLargeLargeLarge
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